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Abstract
While performance per dollar (and per Watt) of conventional processors is no longer improving at the rate we
enjoyed for three decades, bandwidth per dollar is still improving rapidly. In our talk, we show how these
improvements in bandwidth (both for storage and I/O), combined with more specialized computational elements
like GPUs and FPGAs can help us achieve significant performance improvements on a broad range of applications.
We will show the benefits on applications ranging from database analytics to HPC and ML/DL. We use
OpenPOWER systems based on the bandwidth-intensive IBM POWER9 processors for our examples. We also
intend to spend time on more optimized programming interfaces, and specifically we will take a deeper look at work
done in my group at TU Delft to make it easier to program FPGAs with good performance by building on the
Apache Arrow in-memory format and leveraging the shared memory accelerated architectures that POWER9 and
its "CAPI" interfaces enable.
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